
 

Locations On the spaceship, on Shine, at the Village, Boulder Valley, 
Back at the Village. 

Speaking Character Pattie, a little girl 
Sarah, her older sister 
Joe, her older brother 
Father, Pattie’s father 
Jason, Pattie’s friend, a little boy 
Jason’s Mother 
The Guide, a friendly but firm leader (male or female) 
Malcolm, a friend of Father’s 
Peter, a friend of Father’s 

Non-Speaking Characters All unnamed adults and children on Shine 
The Head Moth 
Moth chorus 

 
 
 
 

Act 1, Scene 1-On the Spaceship 
 
 
The scene opens with all the children and adults moving listlessly around on the spaceship and 
singing. Pattie is sitting center stage and holding  a little green book.  
 

 
Scene 1 Chorus 

Traveling through space and time rest 
To an unknown future 

Earth is silent down below 
Lost now to us 

 
Onward through the endless void 

Families and neighbors 
To the last place of it’s kind 

Our new home 
 

We have hope that we will find 
A good place to start over 

Where our lives can be rebuilt 
Just like the home we lost 

 



Moving onward silently 
Four long years and counting 

To horizons still unknown 
Our new home 

 
Adults and children slowly walk offstage in different directions, leaving Pattie alone. She does 
not notice and continues to play with her book.  
 
Pattie 
(humming opening song to herself and writing) 
 
Joe 
(coming into the room): what are you doing? 
 
Pattie 
(looking up from her book): Listening to the sound of the spaceship. I like the noise it makes, it’s 
like a song (makes an oommm ooom noise).  
 
Joe 
You don’t even know what a song really is, you don’t know what anything is,  you barely 
remember Earth! 
 
Pattie 
(indignant) I knew enough on Earth to pick my book. I choosed it myself! Leave me alone! 
 
Father 
(coming into the room) The last thing we want to do is fight with each other, it takes away our 
strength, Joe. 
 
Joe 
 I’m just tired of being here on this ship. 
 
Father 
Would you have preferred to stay on Earth, a now uninhabitable planet? 
 
Joe 
No 
 
Father 
Ok then, take a walk and stop fighting with your sister. Our new sun has been shining into the 
spaceship for days. It can’t be long now.  
 
Malcolm 



(coming into the room) We’re nearly there! 
 
Peter (following Malcolm) 
The computer just announced it, after all this time, we are finally going to see our new Earth. 
 
Father 
Our new home…. 
 
Pattie 
It isn’t a new Earth, it will have it’s own name. It godBut that’s ok (begins humming again).  
 
 
 

Act 1, Scene 2, 
 

The ship has landed and everyone is waiting to go outside and see their new home.  
 
 
Sarah 
Can we go outside? 
 
Guide 
Yes. We’ll all go out together, be careful and do not wander off alone. 
 
(All spacecraft occupants slowly step outside and begin to look around) 
 
Jason 
My feet are bleeding! 
 
Jason’s Mother 
Yes, mine are too, this grass is sharp, it’s cutting through our shoes. 
 
Guide 
The grass is hard and brittle, it appears to be made of something like glass, be careful! Go back 
to the spaceship and get our heavy boots. Bandage up your feet, we must keep walking.  
 
Two adults run backstage and grab boots for everyone. 
 
Malcom 
I see a lake! 
 
Father 
As do I! Children, put on your boots! Let’s see what this lake is like up close! 



 
Everyone puts on their boots and runs to the lake 
 
Peter 
It’s beautiful! It shines likes silvery glass! 
 
Guide 
A perfect place for us to build our settlement. The first thing we must do is give this place a 
name. 
 
Malcolm 
What will we call it? 
 
Guide 
The rules state that the youngest child here should name this place. Pattie, you are the 
youngest, what is your name. 
 
Pattie (thinking carefully) 
Let’s call it “Shine”.  
 
Guide 
So be it. Our settlement is now called Shine. We’ll need to find material for building houses. 
Everyone, there is much work to be done! 
 
(Everyone begins to scramble to help building their settlement). 
 
 
 

Act 2, Scene 1 
In their hut, Pattie is helping with sewing, Sarah is cooking, Joe is playing with the lamp 

 
Sarah (to Father, helping to cook a meager meal) 
It’s been so long since we’ve had anything fresh to eat. 
 
Father 
There is nothing to be done, nothing grows here, everything from the ground is just like glass.  
 
Sarah  
We have planted most of the seeds that we brought with us and it grew to be pieces of glass. If 
we eat it, our stomachs will be ripped to shreds. What will we do when our food runs out?  
 
Joe 



You know what we’ll do, Sarah. You know that we have pills for that, given to us before we left 
Earth. At least we have rations for now. 
 
Pattie (putting down her sewing) 
May I go with some of the other children and play? 
 
Father 
Yes, Malcolm is visiting soon, we will talk about life back on Earth. In Earth’s history, we had a 
time called the “Renaissance”. It meant “Rebirth”. I thought that was what Shine was going to be 
for us but now I worry that we just won’t have any food.  
 
Pattie goes outside 
 

 
Scene 2 Chorus 

Our grain looks like small shards of glass 
Our carrots wither quickly 

Nothing grows for us to eat 
What should we do 

 
All we have left is this place 

Nowhere else to travel 
Food supplies will soon run low 

What should we do1)- 
What should we do... 

 
Pattie and Jason come running holding the tree sap 

 
Pattie:  Look we found this tree sap! 

            Tasting sweet as candy! 
            Nearby in the forest, come and see! 

 
Jason: Maybe this will save us! 

            It can fill our bellies 
            It’s not much but still something to eat! 

 
Adults (put their hands into the sap and eat it 

 
Father:  It’s Something 

Jason’s Mother: It’s Something 
It’s better than nothing…. 

 
Everyone (slowly) Maybe this will save us! 



 
 

 
Act 2 Scene 2 

 
Sarah, Joe and Pattie rush into the house, out of breath, there is a pan of tree sap on the table 
 
Sarah 
Father you must come see! There is something different in Boulder Valley 
 
Father 
That large area near the Shine Village with the big rocks? 
 
Joe 
Yes! Come See! 
 
They go outside and travel to the farthest stage corner, where they are surrounded by “boulder 
rocks” on the floor. The rocks begin to move,suddenly it is obvious that they are living creatures 
curled up into balls. Slowly they stand up. They have wings and scary faces. 
Pattie 
I’m scared! What are they? 
 
 
Father 
They look like giant….Moths! 
 
The moths begin to flap their wings and swarm around the family, looking at them curiously. 
Several other residents of Shine rush onto the stage and start to point and whisper in fear. The 
moths begin to dance in a circle around the people and then start to congregate among 
themselves. It is obvious that they will not hurt anyone.  
 
Jason 
 
 
 don’t think they will hurt us…. 
 
Malcolm 
No, this is just another lifeform on this planet… 
 
Jason’s Mother 
At last, we know that we are sharing this planet with other living things… 
 
 



Act 3 Scene 1 
In their hut, Father wearily measures a small amount of food onto a place. He looks at a bowl of 
tree sap and makes a gagging face as if he is so sick of it that he can no longer eat it. Peter sits 

with him reading a book. Sarah and Joe are cleaning. 
 
 
Pattie and Jason walk in sadly and slowly 
 
Father 
What’s wrong? 
 
Pattie 
They are dead…. 
 
Father (worried) 
Who is dead?! 
 
Jason 
The Moths 
 
Father 
What do you mean? How could they die that quickly? We just saw them hatch from their rocks a 
few weeks ago.  
 
Pattie 
No, we saw them. They are dead. They aren’t moving at all. Their lives must just be very short. 
 
Peter (firm but sad himself) 
If they have died this quickly, it is very sad. Although perhaps they will be useful to us. We can 
use their wings or perhaps eat their meat.  
 
Sarah 
Eww! That’s gross! 
 
Father 
Think Sarah, it may be gross but we need the food and if they are moths, their wings might be 
useful to us. 
 
 

Act 3 Scene 2 
In the Village, people are holding long pieces of papery thin wheat. It shines like glass and does 
not look edible. 
 



The Guide 
There is very little we can do! The Moths were unable to be harvested for meat. The tree sap is 
our only food.  
 
Peter 
Our crops are glass. We cannot eat them.  
 
Malcom  
It may be time to consider the pills. We cannot starve to death slowly on this planet. 
 
Father (frustrated) 
We only have these little wheat grains made of nothing but glass (throws the grains on the 
ground). 
 
Pattie (picks up the grains and walks offstage). 
 
The Guide 
It seems that there is very little left for us to do… 
 
The town mutters and agrees. Everyone looks sad. Suddenly, Pattie returns, eating something 
from her hand 
 
Father  
Pattie, what are you doing?! Child, are you eating the glass?! It will kill you! 
 
Pattie 
I ground up the grains of wheat. I mixed it with water, it doesn’t feel like it’s going to kill me.  
 
Father (looks around desperately) 
Is there anything we can do?! 
 
Guide (carefully) 
No...but the child has done something valuable for us. If she does not die, we know that the 
grain is edible and none of us will have to die.  
 
Everyone waits and stares at Pattie 
 
Pattie 
I feel fine! I did the same thing yesterday with the harvested wheat grains. I still feel fine! Ask 
Jason, he ate them too! 
 
Everyone is shocked 
 



The Guide 
The grain...is edible. We can make bread! We will survive! 
 
Everyone cheers 
 

Final Chorus 
We will survive  

   F 
 

We have found a way to make this place our home 
Our own new home 
Our needs are met 

We have food, we have shelter 
We have each other  
Our world will grow  
We know, in time 

Our culture will blossom here on Shine 
We will survive 

We’ll live in peace 
Together we will have 
 Everything we need 

To make this place a perfect community 
For you and me 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


